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Thermoplastic polymers such as HDPE are nowadays widely used as lining materials for oil and gas
pipelines. However, during maintenance or unexpected service stoppages, these liners can undergo
external pressure induced bucking collapse. The objective of this work is to assess the mechanical re-
sponse of HDPE liners undergoing buckling collapse by means of Finite element modeling (FEM) si-
mulations on Abaqus 6.10. To accomplish this, an advanced constitutive model, namely the Three Net-
work Model (TNM) was employed. In order to determine the input parameters for the model, a series of
tensile and compressive uniaxial tests were conducted. The suitability of the model for this particular
application was assessed by contrasting the simulation and the experimental results of a diametral
compression test. The complex strain rate and pressure dependent mechanical response of HDPE liners
was analyzed by modeling the buckling collapse dynamic event as an increasing volume of fluid entering
the gap cavity between liner and host pipe. The model predictions allowed establishing a mathematical
relationship between the depressurization velocity of the tubes and the resulting collapse pressure.
These relations can be used to improve the current design guidelines for plastic liners.

& 2015 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction

Nowadays the use of polymers in the gas and oil transportation
industry is widely spread. One of their main uses is as lining
materials for oil and gas pipelines. These liners serve the function
of providing internal protection of metallic tubes mainly in two
different situations; namely in providing enhanced corrosion re-
sistance from aggressive chemical agents, and, in rehabilitating/
lining damaged pipelines. During these situations, pipelines are
slip lined with a polyethylene liner that replaces the inoperative
section of the tube [1]. However, there is a number of ways in
which polymeric liners can fail in service after a certain time. The
present study is specifically concerned with the buckling collapse
of liners induced by external pressure. This failure mode takes
place by the combined action of two separate factors: (i) the
permeation of oil derived gases through the liner wall for ex-
tended periods of time, and (ii) the rapid decompression of pipe-
lines that can occur during service stoppages or maintenance and
inspection shutdowns [2].

A number of studies have been devoted to understand the
underlying mechanisms that eventually lead to liner failure [3–6].
ueda).
Material failure is associated with the phenomenon known as
physical swelling [7,8]. This occurs when some organic compo-
nents, such as the CO2 and CH4 dissolved in oil, penetrate into the
polymer macromolecular chain network of the liner aided by the
high pressure operating conditions, increasing the space between
molecules and decreasing the intermolecular bonding. As this
operation takes place, the migratory gases can permeate
throughout the liner wall and gradually balance the pressure dif-
ference between the inside of the liner and the annular region
consisting of the gap between the liner and the pipe wall. This
permeation mechanism worsens recursively since permeation rate
increases with the severity of swelling of the liner. Finally, buck-
ling collapse occurs when the liner is intentionally decompressed
and the external pressure built up by the confined gases in the
annular region, generates a stress state in the liner that induces
the radial buckling failure.

On the other hand, a number of analytical models that deal
with the buckling collapse of metallic tubes under external pres-
sure have been developed in the literature [9–11]. In [9], Glock
derived a model, based on the principle of minimal potential en-
ergy and non-linear deformation theory, which allowed for the
determination of the critical pressure for the buckling collapse of a
restrained tube under external pressure. It must be noted that
Glock's model does not account for plastic deformation and
therefore it is mainly restricted to thin walled pipes that fail by
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elastic buckling before yielding. Conversely, in [10] Jacobsen de-
veloped a semi-analytical model which predicts the critical pres-
sure at which a tube experiences yielding at some location. This
critical pressure value can be used as a conservative design value
for the design of thick pipes, for which yielding occurs before
reaching the buckling pressure. Following this, in [11] El-Sawy
defined two different collapse regimes: (i) elastic buckling col-
lapse, where buckling failure occurs before the pipe reaches the
material yield stress at any point; and (ii) inelastic buckling col-
lapse, which occurs after the onset of plastic deformation and,
therefore, at a higher pressure than the critical pressure for
reaching material yield stress. While considering that low thick-
ness-to-diameter (w/D) aspect ratios and high yield-to-stiffness
(sy/E') ratios tend to favor elastic collapse, and that high w/D ratios
and low sy/E' ratios favor inelastic collapse, El-Sawy proposed a
relationship that allows for the identification of collapse regime as
a function of these ratios for an ideal elastoplastic material:
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where w is the pipe wall thickness, D is the pipe diameter, sy is the
yield stress, E'¼E/(1�ν2), E is the elastic modulus andνis Poisson's
ratio. The resulting w/D vs. sy/E' curve denotes the limit between
elastic and inelastic collapse. It is important to remark that these
analytical solutions are restricted to purely elastic or ideal elas-
toplastic behavior and are then insufficient to describe the beha-
vior of time-dependent materials such as thermoplastic polymers,
for which the relationship sy/E' is highly strain-rate dependent and
therefore different for every point along the pipe's cross-section.

Nevertheless, these analytical models [9,10] cannot analyze the
influence of geometrical or surface defects, so commonly gener-
ated during the manufacturing, storage, transport and installation
stages, and are only useful for obtaining a critical pressure value
and are not able to describe the whole deformation process. To
overcome these limitations, Rueda et al. [12] were able to develop
the FEM model for the simulation of the buckling collapse of HDPE
liners. In their work, they successfully simulated an overall buck-
ling collapse situation by introducing hydrostatic fluid elements in
the model to allow for hydraulic effects. For the description of
material constitutive response, they analyzed 3 different types of
material behavior: linear elastic and linear elastoplastic with and
without strain hardening. Their investigation served as the first
step for the prediction of actual failure situations since it showed
that the collapse event could be effectively simulated by FEM
analysis in order to account for time-dependent effects. Un-
fortunately, the traditional constitutive models used in all previous
investigations cannot account for the intrinsic strain-rate, pressure
and temperature dependence of polymer mechanical behavior and
therefore are not adequate to reproduce the complex multiaxial
stress response and rate-dependent deformation evolution that
will take place during an actual rapid pipe depressurization si-
tuation. As a consequence, it remains to include into the analysis
an advanced constitutive model capable of accounting for the in-
tricate response of polymers.

Constitutive modeling of polymers is currently a well-estab-
lished field with a large number of advances over the last 40 years.
In this regard, one of the most successful developments has been
the family of tridimensional constitutive models started by Boyce
and coworkers [13–17], which brought together current theories of
macromolecular physics with recent work in the fields of statis-
tical mechanics, continuum mechanics, and computational me-
chanics. These models employ a constitutive framework intended
to be general enough to capture material behavior over a wide
range of loading conditions, in order to be appropriate for their use
in FEM analysis. The original work of Boyce et al. [13] was con-
cerned with the large viscoplastic deformation of amorphous
polymers, such as polycarbonate (PC) and acrylic glass (PMMA). So
far, this constitutive approach has been consecutively enhanced in
order to include additional features of polymer deformation such
as, strain induced anisotropy, rubber elasticity, thermo-mechanical
coupling, high strain-rate testing and so on. Among these, a no-
table contribution was the Hybrid Model (HM) of Bergstrom et al.
[18] which was designed for capturing the mechanical response of
a semi-crystalline polymer: Ultra-high molecular weight poly-
ethylene (UHMWPE). Following this, in [19], Bergstrom et al. de-
veloped the Three Network Model (TNM) which is a further re-
finement of the HM model to be more accurate and computa-
tionally efficient. For its pertinence regarding semi-crystalline
thermoplastic polymers, the TNM model results in a suitable
choice for modeling the mechanical response of HDPE liners. In
the present work, the evaluation and validation of the TNM model,
for its use in the FEM to accurately predict the buckling failure in
pipes in a varying range of temperature and loading-rate condi-
tions, is performed.
2. Experimental

2.1. Uniaxial tensile and compression tests

For the calibration of the TNM material model, tensile and
compression tests were performed on an Instron 4467 universal
testing machine. Tensile and compression specimens were ma-
chined out from a supplied liner. A total of nine specimens for each
loading case were used. In order to univocally determine the vis-
cous parameters, the tests were carried out at 3 different strain-
rates, corresponding to cross head speeds of 1, 10 and 50 mm/min.
Tensile tests were performed using an extensometer of 12.5 mm
gauge length on 2.5 mm�2.5 mm cross-section dogbone-shaped
specimens (the remaining specimen dimensions correspond to the
type VC specimens described in the ASTM D638-03 standard test
method [20]). Compression tests were carried out employing
specimens of approximately 10 mm in height and 5 mm in dia-
meter according to 2:1 (height:diameter) ratio recommended in
[21]. For a complete characterization of deformation evolution,
both loading and unloading response was registered. The analytic
procedure for parameter determination from uniaxial tests results
is explained later in Section 3.1.

2.2. Diametral compression test

Once the TNM constitutive model was calibrated using uniaxial
test results (see Section 3.1), the following logical step was to va-
lidate the model predictions for a stress state that is closer to the
actual service conditions. To this aim, diametral compression tests
were carried out using the 3-point flexure test fixture (Fig. 1a).
57 mm ring-shaped specimens were cut from the liner and loaded
at 50, 100 and 500 mm/min crosshead speeds.
3. Computational efforts

3.1. Constitutive model

The main aspects of the TNM model constitutive framework
will be described below, more details on the formulation can be
found in the original works [18–19]. The TNM model consists of
three networks acting in parallel. A simplified unidimensional
rheological representation can be seen in Fig. 2.

Networks A and B represent the initial viscoplastic response,
which is captured using two separate energy activation deforma-
tion mechanisms corresponding to amorphous and semicrystalline



Fig. 1. Diametral compression test for the liner ring section. (a) Experimental
setup. (b) FEM simulation. (All stresses in MPa).

Fig. 2. Rheological unidimensional representation of the TNM constitutive model.
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domains of the polymer. Network C captures the overall non-vis-
cous hyperelastic component of the material response, i.e. the
entropic chain stretch hardening. The total deformation gradient
(Fapp) of the assembly is decomposed into a thermal expansion
component (Fth) and a mechanical deformation component (F):

F FF 2app th= ( )
The mechanical deformation gradient of networks A and B are
further decomposed into elastic and viscoplastic components:

F F F 3n
e

n
v= ( )

where n takes the value A and B, for networks A and B corre-
spondingly. Fn

e is the elastic component of thedeformation gra-
dient, which is constitutively determined from Eq. (4). Fn

vis the
viscoplastic component of Fand is constitutively determined from
Eqs. ((6) and 7).

The Cauchy stress acting in networks A and B has the following
form:
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formation tensor; θ is the current temperature; 0θ is a reference

temperature; θ̂ is a material parameter specifying the temperature
response of stiffness; btr /3n

e
n
e 1/2λ̄ * = ( [ *] ) is the effective chain

stretch and xL 1( )− is the inverse Langevin function; nμ is the elastic
shear modulus of network n and κ is the bulk modulus. These
material constants can be interpreted as analogous to the linear
elastic shear and bulk modulus, with the difference that in the
TNM model the shear modulus is scaled by the Langevin function.

Lλ is the locking stretch and gives a measure of the hyperelastic
hardening response at large strains.

The velocity gradient of networks A and B have the following
form:
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Where the flow rate γ i̇s given by a power-law flow equation:
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Here
s0
1γ ̇ [ ] is a constant introduced for dimensional consistency,

R(x) is the ramp function; pn is the hydrostatic pressure; τn is the
Fronebius norm of the deviatoric part of sn; nτ is the flow re-
sistance of network n and gives a measure of the shear stress at
which plastic flow becomes a dominant deformation mechanism;
m is the stress exponential of the power-law equation and mainly
determines the material strain-rate sensitivity.

The Cauchy stress acting in network C has the following form:
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where J Fdet= [ ]; Jb F F2/3 T* = ( )− is the Cauchy–Green deformation
tensor, and btr /3chain

1/2λ = ( [ *] ) .
Finally, since they are in parallel, the three networks have equal

mechanical deformation gradients and the total stress of the sys-
tem is the sum of each network stress. The TNM model was exe-
cuted as a user material subroutine (UMAT/VUMAT) for ABAQUS
using the PolyUmod material libraries [22].

The constitutive parameters for all presented constitutive
models were determined using a parameter-extraction software,
namely MCalibration [23], which enables semi-automatic extrac-
tion of material parameters using as input different loading cases
(monotonic, dynamic mechanical anaylisis, creep, etc.) with sev-
eral loading modes (uniaxial, biaxial, plane stress, etc.) for a variety
of advanced constitutive models, including elastoplastic behavior



Fig. 3. Single lob failure mode geometry.

Fig. 4. Uniaxial tensile and compression results at 1, 10 and 50 mm/min cross-head
speeds for HDPE. Dotted and solid lines are experimental and model prediction
values respectively. The box on the upper left corner shows the tensile and com-
pression specimens as obtained from the liner.
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and the TNM model. This software determines parameter values
using a minimization algorithm based on the Nelder-Mead sim-
plex method [24]. This method uses iterations to evaluate the
difference between the model predictions and the experimental
results in a least-squares sense, i.e. using a minimum squares cost
function. In each iteration, the method tries new estimations for
the constitutive parameters using an approximation criterion and
the iterations continue until the cost function reaches an estab-
lished minimum. Initial values and upper and lower bound values
for the optimization method are already predefined in the cali-
bration software using typical thermoplastic material constitutive
parameters [19].

3.2. Diametral compression FEM model

The diametral compression test was simulated in ABAQUS/
Standard 6.10 using both the TNM model and the traditional
elastoplastic model (Von Mises yielding surface with isotropic
hardening [25]). Both models were calibrated using the uniaxial
test data and were then contrasted with the experimental results.
For the comparison to be consistent, the traditional elastoplastic
stress–strain relationship was also calibrated using 3 different
strain–rates and a least-squares minimization algorithm using
MCalibration (see previous section). Since the elastoplastic model
is strain–rate independent, this means that the material para-
meters found are those that produce the smaller difference be-
tween the models' prediction and the experimental results for all
3 stress–strain relationships, simultaneously.

This approach allows comparing the prediction capability of
the TNM model and its superiority, against the commonly used
plasticity model, in modeling the strain–rate dependency and also
the pressure dependency (i.e. the influence of the hydrostatic
stress, /3Hyd 11 22 33σ σ σ σ= ( + + ) , on resistance to plastic flow) of
polymer behavior. The supports and loading tip were modeled as
rigid solids. A total of 1640 C3D8H (8-node linear brick) elements
were used to model the liner ring (Fig. 1b). Frictionless tangential
and rigid normal contact conditions (termed as “hard contact” in
Abaqus) were employed. Loading was modeled by imposing a
displacement on the loading tip. Simulations were carried out for
50, 100 and 500 mm/min loading velocities.

3.3. Buckling collapse of a liner: FEM model

The buckling collapse event was simplified assuming an ideal
vacuum in the interior cavity of the liner and an increasing volume
of fluid entering the liner-pipe annulus cavity at a constant fluid
flow rate qcav. This simplification has been made since this situa-
tion is easier to reproduce experimentally under controlled la-
boratory conditions. The event was simulated using ABAQUS/
Standard 6.10 for qcavvalues ranging from 10-8 to 108 cm3/s, and
thickness-to-diameter w/D values ranging from 0.03 to 0.11.

The thermoplastic liner was modeled as a planar bidimensional
deformable solid using CPE8R elements and assuming plain strain
conditions, i.e. neglecting the effect of restraint at the liner ends.
This assumption has proven to be valid for length to radius values
greater than 6 [26]. A small elliptical curvature (i.e. a 0.4% differ-
ence between the lower-half y-radius and the upper-half y-radius
values) was introduced in the upper part of the liner along the y-
axis in order to induce single lob buckling (Fig. 3) in this region,
which is the most critical failure mode and the most frequently
observed in practice. Symmetry conditions were imposed with
respect to the vertical axis. The external metallic tube was as-
sumed to be completely rigid in order to save CPU time. The fluid
was modeled using F2D2 hydrostatic fluid elements and the de-
pressurization event was modeled by imposing a fluid volume flux
using the “fluid flux” option in ABAQUS/Standard. A classical static
FEM analysis would have involved imposing a continuously in-
creasing pressure on the outer liner surface. However, for the
present analysis, this approach typically fails at the peak (i.e.
buckling) pressure. In other words, pressure evolution in the cavity
cannot be imposed beforehand as an independent variable.
Therefore, the fluid volume flux approach is more pertinent since
it models the real cause of pressure increase, i.e. the entrance of a
fluid into the annulus. The previous study of the application of this
method in modeling liner buckling collapse can be found in [12].
The hydrostatic fluid elements are surface elements that cover the
boundary of fluid containing cavity and provide the coupling be-
tween the deformation of the fluid-filled solid and the pressure
exerted by the contained fluid on the solid surface defined as
cavity boundary [25].

4. Results & discussion

4.1. Uniaxial tensile and compression tests

Tensile and compression tests results at different strain rates
are shown together in Fig. 4. In both cases, an initial time-in-
dependent elastic response can be observed. At a stress value
between 5 and 10 MPa the material enters the visco-elastoplastic
regime, this region corresponds to the complex onset of different
plastic flow mechanisms in the amorphous and semicrystalline
domains of the thermoplastic material [18,19]. In the constitutive
model, the deformation gradients of the dashpots, which were at



Table 1
Constitutive parameters for the TNMmodel (all values were determined at ambient
temperature).

Symbol Name Value

Aμ Shear modulus of network A 40 MPa

Lλ Chain locking stretch 1.02

θ̂ Temperature response of stiffness �300 K

κ Bulk modulus 2000 MPa

Aτ̂ Flow resistance of network A 2.07 MPa

a Pressure dependence of flow 0.36
ma Stress exponential of network A 5.15
mb Stress exponential of network B 22.35
n Viscosity parameter 40

Bτ̂ Flow resistance of network B 16.9 MPa

Biμ Initial shear modulus of network B 259.3 MPa

Bfμ Final shear modulus of network B 60.51 MPa

Cμ Shear modulus of network C E 0

q Relative contribution of I2 of network C 0

Table 2
Constitutive parameters for the elastoplasticity
model (all values were determined at ambient
temperature).

Young Modulus (MPa) Poisson's ratio
496.3 0.44
Yield Stress (MPa) Plastic strain

12.9 0
15.7 0.0035
17.6 0.020
26.1 0.131
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first negligible, start to flow at these stress values. Also in this
regime, hardening is observed with increasing the strain rate, as
expected. The material shows strain rate sensitivity both in tension
and compression. When increasing the crosshead speed from
1 mm/min to 50 mm/min, a E30% increase in the value of the
maximum attained stress can be observed. Pressure dependency
can be observed as the maximum stress achieved in compression
is higher than in tension for equal deformation rates. For the TNM
model, a very good fit was obtained between experimental and
TNM model predictions, with a R2 (Coefficient of Determination)
value of 0.976. The constitutive parameters obtained both for the
TNM and the elastoplastic model, are presented in Tables 1 and 2
respectively.

4.2. Diametral compression: FEM simulation

Experimental results for the diametral compression test were
contrasted with FEM predictions both using the elastoplasticity
with strain-hardening model and the TNM model (obtained as per
Section 4.1.). Results for 50, 100 and 500 mm/min crosshead
speeds are shown in Fig. 5. At all loading speeds it can be observed
that that the traditional strain-rate independent elastoplastic
model is not able to reproduce the initial stiffness of the system
(the initial slope in the force–displacement curve), while the TNM
model gives a much more accurate fit. On the other hand, the
maximum load attained during the tests increases with the load-
ing speed. This increment is caused by the material strain-rate
dependency, in the sense that the required stress for the onset of
plastic flow increases with strain-rate. This tendency is well-re-
produced by the TNM model whereas the elastoplastic model al-
ways predicts the same maximum load regardless of the loading
rate.
4.3. Buckling collapse of a liner: FEM simulations

Fig. 6 shows the liner cross-section after failure obtained from
the Abaqus simulations, which presents the same buckling profile
that is observed experimentally (Fig. 3). Results from FEM simu-
lations are presented in Figs. 7–11.

The normalized area of the liner-pipe cavity, S*, is defined as
follows:

S
S
S 8
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o
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where Scav represents the current area occupied by the annulus
cavity as it is filled and S0 is the initial cross section bounded by
the internal pipe wall. The parameter S* quantifies the deforma-
tion level of the liner cross-section. In addition, a normalized fluid
flow rate q* was defined as follows:
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where qcav is the volumetric fluid flow rate in the annulus as de-
fined in Section 3.3,V0 is the constant volume bounded by the host
pipe, Vcav is the instantaneous lobe volume and L is the pipe
length. The parameter q* gives a geometrically independent
measure of the velocity at which the tube is deforming. Fig. 7
shows the fluid pressure evolution as a function of S* for several q*
values and w/D¼0.054. The initial slopes of the P vs. S* curves are
similiar for all q* values, this behavior is related to the initial elastic
response of the material which showed negligible strain-rate
dependency as was noted in the tensile test results (Fig. 4).
However, it can be seen that approximately for S*Z0.005, higher
q* values lead to a more rapid increase in fluid pressure with fluid
volume. This means that, when the cavity is filled more rapidly,
plastic deformation mechanisms in the polymeric liner are more
difficult to activate and therefore require a higher external
pressure.Fig. 8 shows the maximum pressure attained, i.e. the
collapse pressure, as a function of q*, where three clearly distinct
regions can be recognized. From q* values up to approximately 10-
2, an exponential relationship between collapse pressure (Pc) and
q* can be determined:

P P q 10c
R

0= ( *) ( )

where Pcis the collapse pressure, and R is a flow rate sensitivity
exponent which is also expected to depend on the pipe cross
section dimensions. Due to its rate-dependency, this region can be
associated with the inelastic buckling collapse regime. By in-
creasing q*, a transition region is seen where a critical value q*cr
can be determined, above which the collapse pressure becomes
rate-independent. This change in behavior corresponds to the in-
elastic–elastic transition in collapse regime. Elastic regime is pro-
moted at high q* values and is characterized by independence of
collapse pressure with deformation rate. Since the curves are
plotted in a logarithmic scale, the slope represents the magnitude
of the exponent R and the intercept represents the value of P0.

Following this, to study the influence of geometry on collapse
pressure, simulations were carried out for a range of thickness-to-
diameter aspect ratios w/D. Fig. 9 presents Pcr vs q* curves for the
selectedw/D ratios. In the inelastic region shown in Fig. 9, it can be
observed that for every curve the slope changes with w/D. Simi-
larly, the value of the pre-exponential term P0 also depends on w/
D. The dependence of R with thickness-to-diameter ratio w/D can
be determined by plotting the magnitude of the slope for every w/
D value. As can be seen in Fig. 10, this relationship can be ap-
proximated as linear dependent:
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Fig. 5. Diametral compression experimental and FEM results at different loading speeds. (a) 50 mm/min, (b) 100 mm/min and (c) 500 mm/min.

Fig. 6. Liner cross-section finite element mesh after buckling failure.
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where R is a flow rate sensitivity parameter which characterizes
the effect of material strain rate dependency on collapse pressure.
If the values of in-service depressurization velocities are known,
this factor can be of significant importance for the materials se-
lection process. In addition, as can be seen in Fig. 11, the pre-
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exponential term exhibits linear-dependency with w/D:

P C
w
D

C 120 3 4= ( ) + ( )

For the studied HDPE, the values for the constants C1, C2, C3 and
C4are depicted in Table 3. On the other hand, Fig. 9 also reveals
that the location of inelastic-elastic transition, i.e. the q*crvalue,
also depends on w/D. In addition, in Fig. 9 the different ranges of
technologically relevant q* values (as considered by [27]) are
shown. It can be seen here that, for the HDPE used in this in-
vestigation, all practically achievable q* values and commonly used
w/D values will show inelastic failure mode.

Eqs. (10), (11) and (12) are helpful in giving an understanding of
how does polymer strain-rate dependency affects a liner response
in service conditions. It is important to note that the strain-rate
and temperature dependence in polymers can be correlated using



Table 3
Constants C1, C2, C3, and C4 of the HDPE liner (all
values were determined at ambient temperature).

Symbol Value

C1 0.7

C2 0.0054

C3 88.19MPa(s1/R)

C4 �2.86 MPa(s1/R)
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the time–temperature superposition (TTS) principle [28]. There-
fore, the analysis presented in this investigation can be used to
understand qualitatively how temperature will affect the liner
response, in the sense that increasing the strain-rate has a similar
effect as decreasing the temperature. However, a detailed analysis
of temperature influence will be the focus of a future investigation.
5. Conclusion and forthcoming work

The external pressure-induced buckling collapse of HDPE liners
was successfully simulated using the FEM while taking into ac-
count the intrinsic non-linear, time-pressure-dependent response
exhibited by thermoplastic polymers. The stress-strain response of
the considered HDPE material was modeled using the advanced
TNM viscoelastic–viscoplastic model. Constitutive parameters
were determined from tensile and compression stress–strain
curves at different strain rates. The suitability of the obtained
parameter of the TNM model for this particular problem was va-
lidated by running FEM simulations of the ring compression tests
and comparing the results against the experimental data. The
buckling failure event was predicted by performing FEM simula-
tions for a wide range of fluid flow rates q*. It was found that the
material strain rate dependency has a significant effect on the
collapse pressure Pc which leads to a potential relationship be-
tween Pc and q* defined by an exponent factor R. This exponent
factor depends linearly on the geometric thickness-to-diameter
ratio w/D for inelastic behavior. Therefore the value of R quantifies
the effect of the material strain rate dependency with failure
pressure for a specific liner geometry. It also remains as future
work to evaluate the prediction capability of the TNM model by
comparing Pc values obtained from FEM simulations to collapse
pressures determined under a controlled experimental setup.
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